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Sahajanand Laser
Technologies Ltd.
Arvind Patel
Managing Director
Sahajanand Laser Technologies Ltd

Transforming the Manufacturing process with
Cutting edge Technology & Machine tools

J

TM Bureau in an exclusive with Mr Arvind Patel,
Managing Director, Sahajanand Laser Technologies
Ltd gets to know the sincerity behind the company’s
growth. In this first of its kind interview Mr Patel also
opines on the importance of Research & Development for
any organisation.
Sahajanand Laser Technologies Ltd has been enjoying a
leadership status when it comes to offering state of the art
products and services to the customers. What has been
the driving force and motivation behind building an
ethically strong brand such as SLTL?
In our company we strongly focus on building products
that not only helps in production but creates a value to
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customer. Our products are designed to solve problems of
industry. We strongly adhere to our mission, vision and
values. Every action that SLTL promotes is directed to
achieve its vision. We at our company follow world class
manufacturing practices and always push ourselves to
innovate. Eventually Sahajanand Laser Technology
Limited emerged as the first Indian company accounting
for laser revolution across the globe. We aim to make
manufacturing process simpler and quicker than ever. As
a brand we’ve to maintain trust of our customers. We
always tend to deliver best products in the market.
Lately there has been introduction of taxes such as GST in
India or VAT in the UAE. What is your opinion on this has
Technology & machinery sector been effected by this?
Any change bought in by government does bring some
turbulence. The manufacturing sector in India contributes
a mere 16% to the overall GDP. However, the potential to
make this a high-growth and high-GDP sector is huge.
The “Make in India” campaign by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi makes this possibility real, by giving
impetus to the sector. Furthermore, Price Waterhouse
Coopers estimates that India will become the
fifth largest manufacturing country in the
world by the end of 2020. It would be
interesting to know how the Goods and
Services Tax or GST impacts this roadmap.
GST is one of the key policy changes that will
have a direct impact on manufacturing
establishments. So far, the existing complex
tax structure has been a dampener, resulting in
the slow growth of the sector. GST is expected
to liberate the sector by unifying tax regimes
across states. Overall, GST is expected to have
a positive impact and boost manufacturing.
Clearly businesses will be impacted
financially by the introduction of VAT in UAE,
both initially by the work involved in updating
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processing for fancy shape) and
Hallmark Green are introduced
for this new year. They are the
ones helping our business
partners in making the polishing
process easier and with quality
checking negligible. The future is
lower weight loss while cutting
the rough and making the fancy
shape in mass production. These
factors are considered when we
introduced the above said
product.

their business operations to be
VAT compliant and on an
ongoing basis, particularly in
sectors where VAT may be
wholly or partially irrecoverable.
How important is Research and
Development for any company?
According to you what should be
the government role in
encouraging R&D in any country?
Cite examples if possible.
Research and Development is
very vital for any company. Our
company focuses on innovation
and pushing boundaries which is
possible by bringing in authentic
technology. R&D department
plays an important role in bringing innovation. It helps in
addressing particular problem of the industry, thus
always pushing industry to grow. We heavily invest in
our R&D department. Almost, 10% of our overall
revenue is dedicated to R&D department. Government
could affect heavily in promoting R&D. For small cap
industry the govt. could promote R&D by promoting
financial aid and subsidiaries.
Amongst all the best selling products under the Brand of
Sahajanand Laser Technology Ltd which in your opinion is
that product or service that has been in high demand and
why?
We operate in multiple industries, providing wide range
of machinery. We’ve a lion’s share in diamond industry
with our world class range of products. We deliver
machines for jewellery cutting, marking, welding. Our
machines have helped to reduce gold waste. We call it
‘One Stop Solution’ for diamond. These products are
capable of complete processing from rough stone to
polished diamond. The product is loved by the industry
because of its precise, reliable and efficient working.

Tell us something about the SLTL
Jewellery Hallmarking system?
What are its advantages over the
competitive systems available?
Jewellery hallmarking is our expertise. SLTL owns 80%
market share for diamond industry. Our machines are
designed to meet hallmarking demands very precisely.
You cannot afford to make mistake while operating on
valuable jewellery. Our machines, over the years have
proved very reliable. This system is very fast and
production ready. It can perform at peak levels to
increase productivity with best in class efficiency.
What are your future global expansion plans? Have you
established business in specific economies? If yes please
tell us more.
Our business is ever expanding. In India, we are leaders
in this domain. Our technology and manufacturing
practices are world class. We constantly push in the
global markets by marking our presence in global events
and we are getting very good response overseas. We
already have our technology laid over in more than 30
countries. Recently, as a part of our global strategy we
transformed our old logo and evolved as more global
outlook. In next coming years we are going to be very
aggressive with our global strategy.

What are your important offerings to the
Diamond sector and how has it yielded results
for the sector as a whole?
SLTL are the pioneers in bringing laser
technology to India and especially for diamond
processing application. Our products such as
Gizmo, Hallmark 4G has been revolutionary in
terms of making Indian diamond industry to be
a World leader. Even with lower manpower,
our technology has been able to sustain the
production level with marked improvement in
cutting quality. The value addition generated
due to the technology has enabled our factories
to compete with the best in the world. Our latest
products Hallmark 7G (a seven axis laser
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HRD Antwerp
Equipment
F

or over 40 years, HRD Antwerp
Equipment is on the forefront of
developing cutting edge diamond
equipment. These sophisticated systems &
devices are conceived, designed and fine-tuned
in the different laboratories of HRD Antwerp and
brought to the market for the benefit of the
worldwide diamond industry and trade.
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GemAtlas
Preparing The Gem & Jewellery
Industry to be FUTURE READY

Akash Manilal
Managing Director,
Gem Atlas

G

ematlas.com is an industry-specific website
created to become the online community
destination to connect, promote and grow
businesses within the Diamond, Gems & Jewellery
industry. GemAtlas is an organization led by a
professional team with experience in different verticals
of the gems and jewellery industry as well as IT. The
Company was incorporated and commenced business in
Mumbai in March 2013. It was formally launched at
IGJME 2013. The global change in order and the
disruptive situation faced by many industries including
the gem world germinated the seed and evolvement of
Gematlas.com.
GemAtlas is a brain child of three youngsters - Prithvi,
Akash & Nicole Manilal (PAN) from a traditional
jewellery family. The younger generation was observant
of the many lacuna & disadvantages faced by the global
fragmented gem and jewellery sector. Wanting to
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‘We Network You Profit’
amalgamate the industry and fast track business growth,
the trio smartly incorporated IT solution to connect the
Gems and Jewellery trader and businessmen on a global
forum. Technological innovation has changed the
business dynamics of many business sectors and hence
the GemAtlas team felt that there was a need to use
technology to also help and guide even the more
conservative and secretive gems and jewellery sector
players to help them not only connect and generate
business more cost effectively but also help all the gems
and jewellery sector businesses be future ready.
In the earlier decades there were fewer players and hence
competition was minimal. With time, due to the
ingeniously implemented global marketing and
awareness programs, huge demand was generated,
which led to excess production, lower margins and
diminishing marketing budgets, and thereby escalation
in competition. GemAtlas.com was incorporated with
the intention to: Dissolve all unnecessary barriers of the
old order which bred monopolistic practices; Widen the
horizon market opportunities for “one and all”
stakeholders to benefit unilaterally; To make the
business more transparent for the new generation; And to
thwart the disruption seen recently in the gems industry.
‘First of its Kind Globally’ - GemAtlas is an online B2B
platform for the global gems and jewellery industry. It is
an online interactive networking community, to connect,
promote and help businesses grow within the industry
globally. Here to unite and empower, this platform is a
virtual meeting place for ‘all’ associated to the Diamond,
Gem & Jewellery industry. From concept to creative,
GemAtlas can help you build and expand your business
efficiently. A one-stop referral for all trade contacts
across the globe, GemAtlas allows Gems and Jewellery
players from diverse service and manufacturing sectors
to exhibit, promote, and share their works within the
industry by tapping into an 'industry specific' audience.
GemAtlas facilitates reaching out to the entire global
Industry, instantly!

Jewellery Technology & Machinery

The Dashboard to your Business
Log in to GemAtlas to generate leads,
receive inquires and grow your business

GemAtlas also intends to become an important
knowledge-hub for the industry. The Company organizes
webinars on topics that are of immense interest to the
industry. It has facilitated webinars like: a) Planning for
the New Year by Mr. Ernest Blom, President World
Federation of Diamond Bourses, b) Why Certification?
By Mr. Tehmasp Printer & Mr. Ramit Kapur, IGI and c)
Diamond Futures Trading - First time in the history of
World by Mr. Utkarsh Sharma, DVP, ICEX and Mr.
Riddhish Parekh, AVP, ICEX and many more.
GemAtlas gives you the virtual space to advertise your
products effectively to an organized database of the
industry and also provides you with a searchable
database of manufacturers, suppliers, service agencies,
consultants, bankers, government agencies and many
more service categories!
Some facts about gematlas.com to be highlighted:
• Beta launch of the portal was done during the
IGJME 2013, Surat
• GemAtlas has participated in exhibitions,
including:
a) IGJME 2013
b) IIJS Signature 2015
c) IIJS 2015
d) IIJS Signature 2016
e) IIJS 2016
f) IIJS Signature 2017
• GemAtlas launched its Android Mobile App

during the IIJS 2015
• What role does the GemAtlas play?
Change is a must! GemAtlas is helping the industry
gain great value by being actively online.
Gematlas.com is a universal platform for all players
of the industry to grow their business and business
contacts. The Company plays the role of a catalyst to
help you grow business and stay updated with the
latest information. With the mere click-of-a-button
ones saves time while achieving greater focus and
outreach.
• Future of GemAtlas in Global Space:
Gematlas.com has been created for anybody and
everybody connected with the Gems & Jewellery
industry, be it a miner, diamond manufacturer,
jewellery retailer or a machinery supplier. The Portal
is a one-stop destination for all business needs. It’s a
global platform that offers everyone the same benefits
to perform and grow. We have received a good
response from the industry across the globe and 30%
of members are from the international market.
Esteemed members of the industry acknowledged
early on that the business concept is a very promising
one and are very happy to be members of GemAtlas.
Several have been kind enough to offer testimonials.
The Portal allows you to stay on the business 365 days
and around the clock.

www.gematlas.com
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Lemon
TechnoMist Pvt. Ltd.

L

emon TechnoMist Private Limited [‘LTM’] was
established in 2008 as a diamond technology
services company specializing in R&D,
diamond design and manufacturing of special fancy
colour diamonds or high value colourless diamonds.
LTM also provides a host of other diamond technical
services such as synthetic diamond detection advisory,
in-house screening lab advisory, rough diamond
plotting or planning, colour identification, naturality
and origin certification, insurance analysis and several
other services.
In India, LTM has offices and collection centres in
Mumbai & Surat. Apart from India, LTM has collection
centre in Belgium and operations in various other
countries.
LTM is a joint
venture between
two leaders in the
Gem & Jewellery
software and
e q u i p m e n t
businesses, viz.
Lemon Technologies Private Limited and LexusTechnomist Private Limited.
Lexus-Technomist Private Limited is a pioneer in
diamond imaging, planning, cutting, polishing, 3D
photography and other technologies with a number of
patents and a majority market share worldwide in
products such as maxi machines, rough planning
machines, polish scanning machines, fancy colour
optimizing and light performance analysis techniques
etc.
Lemon Technologies is an IT and consulting company
focusing on the Gem & Jewelry industry worldwide. It is
part of RSM Astute Consulting, which in turn is part of
RSM International, the 6th largest consulting network

worldwide, with operations in more than 120 countries.
Mr. Janak Mistry, a renowned gemmologist and
scientist is the brain behind the company, duly
supported by Mr. Nirav Jogani. Both have been closely
associated with the Gems & Jewelry industry for several
decades.
LTM is an ISO 9001:2015 certified company and is a
winner of the ‘Most Innovative Company’ Award given
by the Gems & Jewellery Export Promotion Council of
India. LTM also appears consistently in the list of Top
100 Technology Companies.
It has created cutting edge sophisticated and precision
diamond technology applications. Its technical R&D
team developing such new technology applications, as
also supervisors
and designers
working on such
applications are
trained extensively
in the latest
technologies of
computer aided design, Colour Optimization and
precision Cutting & Polishing.
The R&D activities happen along with processing of
each single stone, as each stone is a project in itself.
LTM processes very large sizes (up to 250 carats in
sizes) and special exclusive Colours (such as greens,
blues, pinks etc.). The process begins with a complete
high precision scan of the rough diamond using some of
the proprietary technologies, including
‘Diatomography’ and ‘Immersion Glass’.
LTM has come up with many innovative solutions and
technologies like:
•

Innovative cuts (modified designs to optimize light
performance & value)

Jewellery Technology & Machinery
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•

promotion and establishing pipeline integrity.

‘GALAHAD’, which is a revolutionary polishing
technology which enables even novices to give
polished stone output like an expert polisher without
changing existing tools

•

Rough Diamond Digital Movie in which videos of
rough diamond are generated, and is very useful for
rough diamond tendering

•

Oxygen – X –Ray Tomography which helps in very
precise narrow / open crack measurements

•

•

Immersion Glass (IG) Technology, which can be used
to view inclusions inside the rough stone without
physical windowing, to view those inclusions using
Eye-glass or microscope and to perform planning and
plotting

Polished Diamond Virtual Video, where the virtual
video of polished diamond output from a rough even
is generated before making a single cut on the rough
diamond. This helps to pre-sell a diamond before
producing it

•

Specialized polishing techniques using patented
computer algorithm which ensures that the planned
output is obtained from the rough stone

•

Innovative grading process using stereo zoom
microscope with specialized lighting

•

Technology and processes, developed for
identification of synthetic diamonds

•

‘Di-Box + Judge II’ which helps in capturing diamond
images under structured lighting environments

•

‘Vi-Box’ which helps in capturing images and movies
of rough & polished diamonds and diamond
jewellery

•

Performance comparison tools to compare two or
more diamonds at one time under known lighting
environment, which helps in selecting from available
diamonds.

•

•

•
•

•
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Diatomography-S - Proprietary technology for
Colorless (D-Z) Diamonds which is an innovative
and revolutionary application to understand the
widest ranges of D-Z and Fancy Colours – in this the
colour of a stone can be scientifically estimated at the
rough stage itself, which no else has perfected.
Colour Decoding and Precision Engineering to obtain
best possible colour from a rough diamond; in case of
fancy colour, to optimize its colour saturation and
evenness
Colour Detection Identification Origin Analysis, to
check hardness and origination of stones
Ultra Violet – Visible Infrared Spectroscopy
Absorption, which identifies the potentiality of
colour saturation within stone without applying
windows on it. LTM has applied this science to decide
the naturality of a diamond and its UV absorption for
colour analysis
Diamond DNA: In this innovation, the FTIR and LNT
Spectrum of a diamond are collected in its rough
stage. In the rough stage, natural diamond can be
easily differentiated from a lab grown or treated
diamond. After polishing, the FTIR and LNT
Spectrum are recorded again and compared to the
Spectrum from the original rough diamond. This can
help to prove that the polished diamond came from
the original rough diamond identified as natural. It
can help to relate the siblings. This innovative
technique can be used very effectively in marketing of
natural diamonds, polished diamond / jewellery

LTM holds several patents, copyrights and trademark for
the above innovations. Its work has been well received by
the industry globally. LTM’s clients include leading
mining companies, almost all De Beers Sightholders and
leading retailers across the world.
Because of its innovative approach, extensive R&D and
technical capabilities which lead to least variation in
planned Vs actual results and best value optimization,
LTM is the name to remember wherever specialized
fancy colour or high value colourless diamonds are
concerned!
For more information, please visit
w w w. l e m o n t e c h n o m i s t . c o m o r e m a i l o n
info@lemontechnomist.com.
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printOmake
3D Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

p

rintOmake is a
certified and official
distributor of
Flashforge 3D Printer that sells 3D
printers, filaments, and its spare parts.
We Integrate technology, design and aftersales services that empower
companies/individuals with the competitive
edge of digital manufacturing.
printOmake is one of the leading 3D printing
companies in India. We offer FlashForge 3D
printers, Print on demand (POD), Multidisciplinary design services, 3D printed
products, and training courses. We are a
Anket Hajare
Yash Mevada
collection of industrial/digital/graphic
Director
Director
designers, architects, writers, photographers,
printOmake 3D Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
printOmake 3D Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
marketing strategists, and business analysts
who bring unique skills and perspectives
while contributing to our common mission.
highlighted our passion and commitment to education by
We mark a new milestone in the journey of printOmake,
publishing our 3D printing training program.
as we proudly relocate our office at the Eastern Business
Since printOmake’s humble start in 2015, it has rapidly
District, Bhandup, Mumbai with a brand new look. With
grown to become one of the prevalent players in the 3D
the opening of our new office, we are ready to roll the dice
printing industry in India, with established office and
on even higher highs.
team in Mumbai and nationwide services.
What’s more, we’ve redesigned and relaunched our
We look forward to connecting and expanding our
website that reflects our new look! Visitors to our website
capabilities to serve the Jewellery Industry worldwide.
will now be able to see more informative content
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with one of our
covering the latest news, our increased services, wide
experts for more information.
range of 3D printed goodies, and more. We’ve also
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“Rushit Enterprise
founded by Mr. Rushit
Doshi in 1999. It is one
of the leading global
manufacturer of
diamond and jewellery
tools and packaging
products. Rushit
Enterprises has head
office in South
Mumbai and branch
office at Bharat
Diamond Bourse
BKC, Tower A Rushit
Enterprises strives to
achieve pioneering
Rushit Doshi
products through
Founder - Rushit Enterprises
design innovation,
cutting-edge
technology and stringent quality standards. Rushit Accusift
sieves being one of the well known brand for its high precision
revolutionary laser technology sieves ensuring 100%
precision and consistency in each hole diameter. This means,
while sifting the diamonds, you can be rest assured that every
single diamond that is bigger than the hole diameter will stay
on the plate without falling off. You can sift more diamonds
with less effort and less wastage of time.
Accusift sieves offers more than double the number of holes
compared to other sieves available in the
market for instance, in a particular sieve
plate number, another brand may
offer 800 holes of 8 cm diameter
– with Accusift sieves, for a
similar diameter, you will get
1,700 holes in a plate. This leads to
more number of diamonds to reach
the sieve holes and get accurately
sifted in short period of time.
Accusift sieves has been pioneer
for being one of the slimmest sieves
in the world this is also the reason
why it offers maximum accuracy.
Accusift sieve is extremely slim it is a
mere 0.2 mm in thickness – enabling
laser drilling of the holes to be high
precision. So, the diamond

company can do more work more speedily, accurately and
easily. Accusift sieves set for polished diamonds consist of
125 sieve plates plus 4 premium plates and now they are
launching rough diamonds sieve for DTC sight holders.
Rushit Enterprises is also well known for variety of products
in diamond and jewellery industry such as sieves, loupe,
tweezers, tripod, sorting pad, cleaning cloth, marking pens,
and etc
Rushit Enterprises has a set department for research, design
and development of their products. Each of the department
follows Lean management, which is an approach to running
an organisation that supports the concept of continuous
improvement. It is an ongoing effort to improve products,
services, or processes, which require “incremental”
improvement over time in order to increase efficiency and
quality. They use methods for eliminating factors that waste
time, effort or money. This is accomplished by analysing a
business process and then revising it or cutting out any steps
that do not create value for customers. Their strategy is to
invest in new innovation and continuously invest in R&D for
developing products which will cater to customers need in the
best possible manner. Rushit Enterprises offer superior
benefits such as a great brand, an exciting design, excellent
functionality, durability, accuracy, precision and convenience
as the factors while developing and positioning its products.
They concentrate in providing superior product in cost
effective price range due to which, they are one of the well
known brand worldwide.
For more information, visit www.rushit.in
“Today, Rushit Enterprises is one of the fastest growing
companies in diamond and jewellery industry with a loyal
customer base and reputation for excellence. We believe that
even the smallest tool can add extra value to the complete
work process, enhance work satisfaction and thereby, ensure
superior work results.”
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Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc.
T

hermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (NYSE: TMO) is the world
leader in serving science, with revenues of $17 billion
and more than 50,000 employees in 50 countries. Our
mission is to enable our customers to make the world healthier,
cleaner and safer. We help our customers accelerate life sciences
research, solve complex analytical challenges, improve patient
diagnostics and increase laboratory productivity. Through our
premier brands – Thermo Scientific, Applied Biosystems,
Invitrogen, Fisher Scientific and Unity Lab Services – we offer
an unmatched combination of innovative technologies,
purchasing convenience and comprehensive support.
Thermo Scientific™ portable x-ray fluorescence (XRF)
analyzers deliver fast, reliable results – and unlike more
traditional testing methods are completely nondestructive. From
the elegant design and superior performance of the Thermo
Scientific™ Niton DXL desktop x-ray lab to our handheld
Thermo Scientific™ Niton ® XL2 Series analyzers, these
instruments provide you with the ideal method to test the purity
and chemistry of all precious metals, with unmatched simplicity,
performance, features, and portability.
Thermo Scientific™ Au/gold Detection & Identification
Technology (AuDIT™) helps you meet the challenge of
identifying those gold-plated items that can adversely affect the
profitability of your business.

Contact:
Thermo Fisher Scientific India Pvt. Ltd
403-404, B-Wing, Delphi, Hiranandani Business Park
Powai, Mumbai – 400076
Tel.: +91 22 6680 3000
Puneet Pant
Mobile: +91 97119 00651
E-mail:puneet.pant@thermofisher.com
M R Malathesh
Mobile: +91 9611124703
E-mail: mr.malathesh@thermofisher.com
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C.I.M.O. SRL
C

.I.M.O. is a manufacturing Company producing
specific machines for the Goldsmith industry and it
is located at Vigevano (PV). The Company is
managed by Barettoni brothers. C.I.M.O. is directly
marketing and selling its products to the domestic market
and for the export the Company have set up a skilled and
professional distribution network offering know-how and
after sale service to C.I.M.O customers. The peculiarity of
C.I.M.O. units is the design and the production of unique
machines minded to obtain the best quality results with the
most modern technical performances. C.I.M.O. more than
machine producer is also offering layout, knowhow and
training for the lost wax process related to the precious metal
casting.

Contact Person: Mr. Gianluigi Barettoni
VIA MANARA NEGRONE, 66/A VIGEVANO
(PV) ITALY 27029
Tel.: +39-0381-82193
Fax: +39-0381-70251
Email: bar@cimosrl.it
Web: www.cimosrl.it
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CIEMMEO S.R.L.
C

iemmeo has been world leader in chain
machinery for over forty years. Range of
includes high speed and automatic machines for
Rope Chain, Lobster Clasps & Spring Rings. Also a
complete set of machines for transformation of chains,
twisting, hammering, limbering, soldering, diamond
cutting. Our vast experience also comprehends
complete knowhow in the supply of complete turn key
plants for all types of chain production.

Contact Person : Mr Danny Stocco
VIA DELL' INDUSTRIA 22
MUSSOLENTE (VI), ITALY 36065
Tel.: +39-0424-577565
Fax: +39-0424-577563
Email: www.ciemmeo.com
Web: info@ciemmeo.com
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February 1st, 2010 is the first century of CORRADI SpA:
we are proud to present our new catalog n. 100. Notwithstanding great
advance of technology of machine tools, file and rasp, two of the most
antique tools invented by man, are still essential in many jobs, as
goldsmithing, die making, precision working, musical instruments
manufacturing, pattern and model making, nuclear powerplants,
forestry, automotive, sculpturing.
Continuous research and development brought the company to the
leadership in Italy and to be one of the most important manufacturers of
precision files in the world.
Over the last years many new products were developed by the company,
either for metal working or for woodworking. Some of them have already
been presented in the “News” leaflets, others are completely new.
Mrs. Corradi

The most important are:

CEO - Corradi Iridium

• Model makers rasps
•

Jewellery saw blades

• HSS engravers’ gravers
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Brand News
• Combi rasp rifflers
• Diamond ski files
• Files for air powered filing machines
• Auger bit riffler file
• Fretsaws
• New shapes of wood carving tools
• Micro screwdriver
• Fine cut knife sharpeners
The catalog is completely new designed so that it is
easier to read. Each page contains all necessary
information either for seller or the user. You are not
needed to search for further details on different pages,
such as: materials which can be filed, size, tolerance,
handles and sets.
The catalog contains:
• A complete guide for selecting the right tool for
each application
• A guide which divides tools by job
Furthermore on the top of each section there is:
• A brief description with technical characteristics
of presented tool
• Color marking for each job
• A list of materials that can be filed

Why choosing CORRADI tools? Because they are
different since they are all manufactured according to
precision files standard, with:
• Higher steel quality, specifically made for
CORRADI SpA
• Strict dimensional tolerance
• Always perfectly raised cut
• Special heat treatment, with high and uniform
hardness
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EKISSON
T

he company Ekisson is founded in
1970, and in a few years, with careful
investment and innovetive technology
has become a leader in the production of alloys,
metals and solderings for goldsmiths and
silversmiths.

Contact person : Alessandra Martini
Via Sergio Ramelli 60
Arezzo, Italy 52100
Tel.: +39-0575-380608
Fax: +39-0575-984063
Email: info@ekisson.com
Web: www.ekisson.com
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ELETTROLASER SRL

E

lettrolaser is today leading innovator in the world
for all the welding, micro-cutting and LASER
engraving pro cesses in the jewelry market.
Synonymous of quality, Elettrolaser submits annually his
products to the most important updates to implement the last
technologies, offering the perfect MADE IN ITALY
product. His complete range covers all needs. FIBERLUX
lines allows marking on all metals, recreating faithfully
logos, drawings and pictures.

Contact Person: Mr. Murari Federico
VIA DELL'INDUSTRIA 35 SONA (VR)
ITALY 37060
Tel.: +39-045-6082415
Fax: +39-045-6088650
Email: info@elettrolaser.com
Web: www.elettrolaser.com

Dealer in Indian market :
ANKITST EXIM INC.
Gala No. 13, Madhuban Industrial Estate
Off Mahakali Caves Road, Andheri East
Mumbai 400093 Maharashtra, India
Tel: +91-837-39 04 502
Mob: +91-982 11 24 093 / +91-982 11 24 093
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EUROTECNICHE SRL
E

urotecniche Srl is an Italian company based in Vicenza,
founded in the early nineties, with the aim to design and
produce galvanic processes and machineries, metal finishing
treatments and precious metal refinery plants.
Eurotecniche reached in few years a worldwide leadership thanks to
its know-how, thanks to the constant search for new technological
instruments and through operational experience that allows
Eurotecniche to offer an effective and innovative solutions.
Eurotecniche offers a wide range of machineries, processes and
products for metal surface treatments, especially, but not only, for
jewelry producers. The large experience built over the years, in a
sensible sector such as galvanic products and machineries, has
permitted to create products of quality and high reliability at a
reasonable price.
Eurotecniche is based with direct offices in the principal world
markets, as to guarantee to our customers prompt and qualified
assistance. Eurotecniche strongly believes in customer satisfaction
and its benefits, therefore our main target is to commit our clients
with appropriate consultancy, quality products and professional after
sale service. Eurotecniche pays attention to people's training, and
works with a strong methodology in order to offer an high efficiency,
either in our offices or in your factory.

Contact person : Mr. Giovanni Loria
VIA TRIESTE, 26/C - LOC. CASONI
MUSSOLENTE (VI)
ITALY 36065
Tel.: +39-0424-578034
Fax: +39-0424-578035
Email: giovanni@eurotecniche.com
Web: www.eurotecniche.com
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F.LLI FOSSATI SRL
S
ince 1935 producers of refractory graphite materials
and oven for the gold, silver, dental and related
industries.

Contact Person: SIG.RA ELISABETTA FOSSATI
VIA GARIBALDI N.51 CARUGATE (MI) ITALY 20061
Tel.: +39-02-9253695
Fax: +39-02-9254350
Email: info@fossati.com
Web: www.fossati.com
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FAIMOND SRL
F

aimond innovation in the diamond cutting field are well represented by the new CNC
models: the preliminary reading of profile variations gives the advantage of processing items
that currently are hand worked, like on large link chains with central inserts. News also in the
field of CNC diamond cutting on single balls (loose beads), where the improved dynamics of the
latest models gives a production output 2 times faster compared to the past. All this goes in addition
to the traditional working on wedding rings, bangles, tubes and round profile chains.

Contact Person: Andrea Dal Lago
VIA ENRICO FERMI 27
ARCUGNANO
ITALY 36057
Tel.: +39 0444-288666
Fax: +39 0444-960973
Email: info@faimond.com
Web: www.faimond.com
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FASTI
INDUSTRIALE S.P.A

T

he wide range Fasti chain making machines
launched in the marker for more than 70 years,
constructed in accordance to its tradition based on
absolute prestigious technological concepts and continous
innovation, has left its trace in modern history of the
worldwide chain market. In addition to supplying chain
making machines, Fatsi is also a perfect partner for newborn
customers in the chain production market and customers
who constantly strive to introduce new chain models. With
its rick and lengthy experience in the market, it is in an
advantageous position to present and plan a complete
installation layout from the fusion process to its finished end
product.

Contact Person: Roberto Berberian / Liliana Challancin
VIA POLISEN 24 MONTALTO DORA (TO) Italy 10016
Tel.: +39 0125 652811
Fax: +39 0125 650400
Email: info@fasti.it
Web: www.fasti.it
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G.B. F.LLI

BERTONCELLO SRL

F

ounded in 1958 by Giuseppe Bertoncello in Bassano
del Grappa G.B. F.LLI BERTONCELLO is now run
by the second generation, the brothers Danilo,
Antonio and Paolo Bertoncello. Throughout the years, the
company has grown, becoming a worldwide leading
company in the designing and manufacturing of electric
furnaces and machines for gold, silver, costume jewellery,
watchmaking industry.
Casting, Burnout furnaces, Static & Motorized tilting
induction melting furnace, Horizontal & Vertical induction
continuous casting, Manual, semi-sutomatic and automatic
static annealing furnaces, Continuous annealing furnaces,
Age-Hardening Furnaces, Conveyor belt furnaces for the
braze-soldering.

Contact Person : Erika Stocchi
VIA COL ROIGO, 22 ROMANO D'EZZELINO
(VICENZA) ITALY 36060
Tel.: +39-0424-31852
Fax: +39-0424-510478
Email: gb.bertoncello@gb-bertoncello.com
Web: www.gb-bertoncello.com
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GB

MECCANICA SRL
G
B Meccanica S.r.l. leading Company in
goldsmithery field since 1973. We are involved in
the production and marketing of jewelry
machineries for goldsmith, silver and costume jewellery.
Our range includes coilers, traditional or digital rolling
mills, cutting machines, shearing machines, saws, forming
machines, tubing machines, beating machines, diamond
cutting machines, satin finish machines, round and oval
bending machines, chain machines (Venetian, balls, link
studs), kilns, hammering, machines for earrings and for
bracelets. Jewelry Equipments for goldsmith.

We boast also a modern department about kits and
equipments where we can work out shearing machines, dies,
draw-benches, twisting machines, spare parts for
screws,nicked or smooth wheels, welder's helmet, ejection
pins, gauge pin for bracelets and earrings (round, oval,
drops, hearts, square televisore and so on), chain flatting
machines, calipers. Customer Service Moreover our
technical staff will be ready to solve any request of yours,
employing solutions always new and technologically up-todated.

Contact Person: Paolo Lepri
VIA SEGRÈ, 11 – LOC. PIEVE AL TOPPO CIVITELLA
IN VAL DI CHIANA- AREZZO ITALY 52040
Tel.: +39-0575- 497959
Fax: +39-0575- 416608
Email: info@gbmeccanica.com
Web: www.gbmeccanica.com
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INVIMEC
SRL
I

NVIMEC was founded in 1963 in Vicenza, for the
production of special machine tools for the
mechanics, plastics, textile, automotive etc.
industries. Jewellery industry became the core business,
with the introduction in the 1980s of a pioneer
innovation: the train rolling mill system for wire and
strip, passing over the old concept of rolling mill. In 1996
the company moved to new and larger site, at theborder
of Vicenza, near the Trade Fair. Now INVIMEC stands
alone on the market in offering the most diversified
range of solutions, from the simplest and most
economical to the most technologically advanced
machines for preparation:

Contact Person: Roberto Bassanese
VIA DELLA CULTURA 17 , SOVIZZO VICENZA
(VI) ITALY 36050

!

Rolling mills and train of rolls for wire and strip

!

forming machines for hollow, aggraffato, placcato,
corda, pipe

!

Rolls for rolling mills and servicing

Tel.: +39-0444-376245
Fax: +39-0444-536066
Email: info@invimec.com
Web: www.invimec.com
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LORENZATO SRL
L

orenzato Company was born in 1960 as producer of
GOLD MANUFACTURING MACHINE, linking
its name to those of the main goldsmith brands in
Italy and worldwide. Our research and our continuous
tension towards innovation, have brought us to develop a
wide selection of machines particularly for hollow tube line
and hollow chain production line.
We also have a large range of machinery for findings and
accessories for jewellery Industry. We produce manual and
automatic stamping dies and moulds, suitable for the most
different needs. Today Lorenzato S.r.l counts on a staff of
highly qualified people. The headquarter is located in
Caldogno (vi) and a sales network developed worldwide.

Contact Person: Marco Lorenzato / Fantin Alessandra
VIA SETTE N. 52 CALDOGNO (VICENZA) Italy 36030
Tel.:+39 0444905365
Fax: +39 0444905368
Email: info@lorenzato.com
Web: www.lorenzato.com
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MAGIMEX
ITALIA
I

talian manufacturers since 1992 we make
precision special tools and machines for the
jewelry industry; our main products are:

stamping and coining moulds and dies diamond
tools chain toolings and machine spare parts
chains hammering dies drawing dies for tube and
wire in diamond and carbide micromotors saw
blades in HSS and carbide diamond pneumatic
hammers we partecipate many jewelry fairs
around the world and we ship our products
worldwide. Good quality and after sale service is
our must.
New at IGJME we will show a balls diamond
cutting machine

Contact Person: Paolo Giovannin
VIA CHIUPPESE, 9 VICENZA (VI) ITALY 36100
Tel: +39-0444-596394
Email: info@magimexitalia.com
Web: www.magimexitalia.com
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METALTECH SRL

M

etaltech produces advanced master alloys for gold and silver jewelry. Constant research,
innovation and technical support service make Metaltech a landmark for the jewelry
producers all over the world.

Contact Person: Diego Peretti
VIA SAVIABONA, 113G, MONTICELLO CONTE OTTO,
ITALY 36010
Tel.: +39-04445-97374,
Fax: +39-04445-97374,
Email: info@metaltech.net
Web: www.metaltech.net.
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OMBI SRL

OMBI: produces automatic chain making machines
since 1946.
At the beginning machines for chains by wire, then by
shared strip and recently with machines for Tennis
chain, OMBI has shown its daring soul ready to catch
markets challenges as opportunities to satisfy. Thanks
to the philosophy to design and produce parts of
machines in-house, OMBI has gotten skills to become
a excellent partner with whom develop new
technologies, or to simplify existing processes.
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Contact Person: Gianni Pollono / Alessio Zemo
STRADA PER CARRONE, 30
STRAMBINO (TURIN )
ITALY 10019
Tel.: +39-0125-639370
Fax: +39-0125-655818
Email: ombi@ombi.it
Website: www.ombi.it

Opticom sas
O

pticom sas since more than 20 years produces and sell a wide range of crucibles, dies and natural and synthetic
accessories meant for the metal melting and industrial applications. We’ll be present at IGJME show with our
products for casting, continuous casting and refining.

Contact Person: Mr. Simone Bonato
VIA DELL'ARTIGIANATO, 8
ROMANO D'EZZELINO (VI)
ITALY 36060
Tel.: +39-0424-513210
Fax: +39-0424-513211
Email: opticom@opticom-sas.com
Web: www.opticom-sas.com
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IND.A.CO TECH SRL
- ORO MECCANICA

F

ounded in Arezzo in the year 1970, ORO
MECCANICA is characterized by simplicity,
versatility and quality.The production program is
diversified and offers many complete and personalized
production lines. Tube, aggraffato, eariring and bangles
from strip, wedding rings, cable wire from 7 to 133 wires,
high precision wire 0,0028 mm, design, omega chain and all
the special machines complementary to any technology for
jewelry market. The know-how process in a technology
production is considered as an effective element of
competitiveness, for that reason we adapted it for each
individual client, to achieve winning business solutions.
Oro Meccanica machines are
completely made in Italy and
their quality is guaranteed
through every phase
of the process, from
design until
production, testing
and delivery. Our
relationships with
clients
are
characterized by
flexibility and care.
Contact: Barbara Pigliapochi
Via delle Piscine, 28 52041 Pieve al Toppo
(AREZZO) Italy 05241
Tel.: +39 0575383151
Fax: +39 0575 383152
E-mail: indacotech@gmail.com
Web: www.oromeccanica.com
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OROSTUDIO ITALY SRL
S

ince 1988, OROSTUDIO 'Italy' Srl focuses on producing specialized equipment for the treatment of preciou
zs metals, so industries can operate independently. Since 2012, dedication to research and development
allows OROSTUDIO 'Italy' Srl to offer its clients the world's first and only line of fully automatic refining
systems, its DRONE series. Automatic refining with a DRONE is an indispensable and cost-effective process for all
producers with high quality standards and targets, from small jewellers to gold mining companies.
OROSTUDIO 'Italy' Srl has plants installed and running in more than 50 countries around the world. We exhibit at
major International Fairs and Exhibitions and can count on qualified dealers around the globe. Browse our website
and multimedia area to find out more about our complete line of products at www.orostudio.com; call us at +390424-513082 to speak with our staff.

Contact Person: Mr. Eddie Zorzi / Mr. Pietro Fantinato
VIA PAVANE , 11/A Z.I. MUSSOLENTE (VI) ITALY 36065
Tel.: +39-0424-513082
Fax: +39-0424-513093
Email: info@orostudio.com
Web: www.orostudio.com
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PIEL MCPHY ENERGY
ITALIA SRL
M

anufacturing of Hydrogen & Oxygen generators
with gases delivered separately and Nitrogen
generators, both with relative accessories.

Contact Person: Julia Henneberger
VIA AYRTON SENNA 22
SAN MINIATO (PI),
ITALY 56028,
Tel.: +39-0571-445832,
Fax: +39-0571-445858
Email: italy@mcphy.com,
Web: www.mcphy.com
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REDDISHSTONE S.R.L.

R

eddish Stone is one of the world's leading companies in the
production of elastic abrasives bonded with silicone and special
elastomers. Since 1968, when the company was founded, we have
believed in the search for new products, considering quality as one of the main
success factors in highly technical markets such as the one in which we
operate.
The generalized technological progress has allowed
us to make use of increasingly refined raw
materials, allowing us to satisfy the requests of
operators in very different sectors. Some of the
markets in which our products are particularly
appreciated are jewelery, dentistry, optics, the glass
and mold industry.
With a careful and continuous evolution of the
managerial system and of the productive plant we
work in the present and for the future in order to deliver to
our customers and our partners a range of products that support
them in their activities facilitating commercial and technical relations with an
efficient customer service.

Contact Person: Liga Pietro
Via Valpellice, 72
San Secondo di Pinerolo (TO)
ITALY - 10060
Tel. +39 0121.50.15.61
Fax +39 0121.50.17.19
Email: info@group-rs.com
Web: www.reddishstone.com
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Sisma S.p.A.

High precision manufacturing solutions,
machinery and laser systems.

S

Gr. Uff. Fiorenzo Sbabo
President - Sisma S.p.A.
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isma is a worldwide reference in designing and producing high
precision machinery and laser systems. Established in 1961, Sisma can
count on a long time experience over more than 130 models of
automatic chain making machines. Today at the forefront in the development
of laser systems, Sisma has been able to extend its know-how to marking,
welding, cutting, engraving and additive manufacturing. Innovative by
vocation, Sisma combines a cutting edge design and production organization
with a wealth of highly specialized human resources, thus guaranteeing top
product quality and a prompt response to market needs.

Our Mission
To develop comprehensive and easy-to-use solutions capable of fully
managing and organizing financial and administrative tasks.
Our Vision
To provide the globe with reliable solutions that can effectively assist
businesses in their progress and growth.
Company Profile
ShamiSoft specialized in providing reliable software solutions that assists
decision makers in their progress and growth, enormous experience
accumulated since 1991, by knowing the needs of hundreds of clients
across Jordan, Egypt, Sudan, Libya, Lebanon, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
The software built by ShamiSoft utilizes software tools efficiently to
enable the user to navigate easily; Arabic and English languages are
available for users’ interface and reporting. In its software building
processes, ShamiSoft observes the necessary quality standards in
compliance with international norms.
ShamiSoft team consists of a uniquely selected group of seasoned
engineers and programmers who fully understand the needs of the market,
and a friendly Customer Support Team who are ready to provide their
technical support at any time.

Ramzi Shami
Director, ShamiSoft Consultants

ShamiSoft solutions meet and exceed clients’ expectations and found to
have the highest rate of customer retention and attraction of those who are
after top-notch solutions.
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Mould, Design
Consulting Ltd. Company

A

lpress Mould Design and Consulting company was
estalished in the year 2003 to supply 'Moulds" & "PRESS"
to the jewellers. The company tasted success during the
time when Turkey became famous with its "PRESS" technique and
all attention was on Alpress because it was the first of companies to
inroduce this technique in the Turkish as well as the Global markets.
For Alpress it is a continous process to enhance standards and
quality of offering as they emphesize on "MORE THAN MOULD"
to become differenct than the other players in the sector. Alpress has
also helped many a manufacturers and producers to become
successful and unique and the sole mission being, "RIGHT
ADDRESS ALPRESS".
Alp Arslan
Director -ALPRESS

In a short span of time Alpress reached over 33 countires with state
of the art products and services such as"MOULDS" and
"DESIGNS". The extensive knowledge and experience that Alpress
has garnered has benefited many and their mission "WE KNOW
HOW" has become an example to TURKEY by initiating export of
Know-how and turnkey solutions.
Alpress is n the forefront of innovation and has created machines for
production that are unique and is a trend setter in the jewellery
sector. State of the art Machinery offerings include Cutting
machine, Laser Engraving, and 3D printers whihc are used to create
casting fusion wax, prototypes under the brand IDEA. In a short
time Alpress has expanded to over 13 countries and is a proud
moment indeed.
For information and product catalog please contact the following:

ALPRESS MOULD, DESIGN & CONSULTING LTD. COMPANY
Seyitnizam Mahallesi, Demirciler Sitesi 9. Yol No:26
Zeytinburnu / ISTANBUL
Turley
Tel: +90 212 416 65 05 | Fax:+90 212 416 65 54
Email : info@alpress.com.tr
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BULUNMAZ
B

ulunmaz is not a company, but a story. Established
in 1916 as a local metal trading company in a
commercial district of Istanbul City ~ the cradle of
civilizations for more than 2500 years. Developing the
business, moved to a remote area with its storage facilities in
1955.
Bulunmaz came back to city in 1977 ~ by Hilmi
Bulunmaz, who started a gold production
business in gold district of city, in Kapalicarsi.
After long years of experiences in jewellery
production with diamond cut ~ reconstructured
by him as a diamond tool producer in 1982. Today,
Bulunmaz is an industrial establishment with its
facilities producing a wide range of technologies
for jewellery production. Today you can find
among the Bulunmaz production line: Diamond
tools, PCD cutting tools, saw blades, end mills,
micromotors and technologies for hand
engraving, high precision CNC machines and jewellery
CAD files.
Understanding the jewellery market well ~ Bulunmaz
targets keep innovating and bringing latest technologies to
its partners, as a priority. With a young team & experienced
administration, and wish to develop and invest, Bulunmaz is
considered as a consistent and innovative partner among the
world-wide jewellery manufacurers.
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3D Models for Jewelry
THE ORIGINAL

N

oktamodel, as a company and as a brand, was
founded in 2001 by Mr. Burak Yalcin whose
passionate and creative personality was
always after taking challenges and crossing limits.
Thenceforth and until now we have been designing and
anticipating wishes and requests of our customers
bringing their dreams true. Our rich collections range
consists of thousands of pieces which is constantly
getting renewed by adding new models and trending
ideas. Our stunning various collections will always
find a way to your heart. Noktamodel provides
complete services to the jewelry manufacturers,
workshops and studios in different directions such as
traditional injection, wax models and modern fusion
designs.
Since 2013, Noktamodel uses the high-end, marketleading 3D design technologies in both software and
hardware to successfully print casting-ready resin
pieces of the highest quality by the right engineering
minds and the passionate hands. The up-to-date 3D
technologies let us create even the most complex
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designs and provide you the photo realistic drawings.
The creative designed and best engineered models are
our passion and have always been the reason for our
customers' next visit. For more than 15 years,
Noktamodel injection wax models has been setting the
industry quality standards. We own huge wax samples of
different styles where everyone can definitely find
something matching their requirements. Moreover, we
are capable of and experienced to work on your special
needs. Our team of the talented designers and 3D
modellers can create exclusive designs which are going
to be the one and only as you are.
Noktamodel has always been following fashion
wherever it goes. Noktamodel has been present in many
many international jewelry exhibitions over different
contenints getting inspired by the various cultures and
the different tastes of beauty. Noktamodel has always
been step by step with the fashion in many different
cultures providing customers from +20 countries with
exactly what they are looking for.
Please contact our friendly customer service
professionals for more information on our product
range:

NOKTAMODEL
Kuyumcukent AVM, Safir Sk. No:202-203
Yenibosna, Bahcelievler, Istanbul, Turkey
Phone: +(90) 2124 586655 | Fax: +(90) 2124 586656
Email: info@noktamodel.com | Website : www.noktamodel.com
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We can provide customised solutions for all your business requirments

Ÿ Greater control over Stock Management and Security
Ÿ Increased Stock Accessibility and Awareness
Ÿ Increased Customer Engagement and Satisfaction

60

Varun Hingorani

Hassan Bin Jamil

Director - Tagit RFID Solutions

Director - Tagit RFID Solutions
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International Institute of

Diamond Grading

& Research

(a member of De Beers Group)

T

he International Institute of Diamond Grading
& Research has been established by De Beers
Group to provide a premium service and
proprietary equipment to the diamond industry. Based
in the UK, Belgium and India, and run by the world’s
top diamond experts, the International Institute of
Diamond Grading & Research offers a range of expert
services. The International Institute of Diamond
Grading & Research works only on diamonds that meet
the requirements of the United Nations’ mandated
World Diamond Council Kimberley Process. For more
information, visit www.iidgr.com.
About De Beers Group
De Beers Group is a member of the Anglo American plc
group. Established in 1888, De Beers Group is the
world’s leading diamond company with expertise in the
exploration, mining and marketing of diamonds.
Together with its joint venture partners, De Beers
Group employs more than 20,000 people across the
diamond pipeline and is the world’s largest diamond
producer by value, with mining operations in
Botswana, Canada, Namibia and South Africa. As part
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of the company’s operating philosophy, the people of
De Beers Group are committed to ‘Building Forever’ by
making a lasting contribution to the communities in
which they live and work, and transforming natural
resources into shared national wealth. For further
information about De Beers Group, visit
www.debeersgroup.com.
IIDGR ANNOUNCES FOUR NEW DIAMOND GRADING
PARTNERSHIPS IN ASIA
The International Institute of Diamond Grading &
Research (IIDGR), part of De Beers Group, has
established four new diamond grading partnerships
with leading diamond jewellery retailers in Thailand,
Vietnam and China.
The partnerships, with Aurora Diamond in Thailand,
DOJI Group in Vietnam and Chow Tai Seng and CHJ in
China, reflect the rapidly growing demand from Asian
jewellers for grading reports that provide their
customers with a highly accurate and reliable
assessment of diamond characteristics.
The Aurora Diamond and DOJI Group partnerships
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represent IIDGR’s first grading partnerships in
Thailand and Vietnam respectively, with the Chow
Tai Seng and CHJ partnerships further extending its
presence in mainland China.
The partnerships will see IIDGR diamond grading
reports provided for the following diamond jewellery
collections for each retailer:
• Aurora Diamond, Thailand – the Ultimate Love
Collection. Each grading report will have a tailored
Aurora-branded cover.
• DOJI Group, Vietnam – the Wedding Land brand,
proprietary Infinity Love line of diamonds carrying
99 facets, and the 10 Hearts & Arrows diamonds in
its Diamond House brand.
• Chow Tai Seng, China – the proprietary Love 100
brand. Each Love 100 diamond will be inscribed
with both the Chow Tai Seng logo and a unique
identification number from IIDGR.
• CHJ, China – the Cupid Solitaire brand of diamonds
with eight Hearts & Arrows will have co-branded
diamond grading reports. Each diamond will bear
the inscription of both the CHJ Cupid Solitaire logo
and a unique IIDGR identification number.
The new partnerships add to the diamond grading
partnerships IIDGR has already announced this year
with retailers in Asia, which include Soo Kee Group
in Singapore and China, Lukfook Jewellery in Hong

Jonathan Kendall
President, IIDGR

Kong and Macau, and I-PRIMO in Japan.
Jonathan Kendall, President, IIDGR, said: “We are
experiencing rapid growth in demand for IIDGR’s
diamond grading reports from retailers in Asia, who
recognise the added competitive advantage that our
accurate and consistent diamond grading reports
provide. This, in turn, gives customers the highest
levels of assurance in the quality and authenticity of
the diamonds they purchase.
“Our ability to offer tailored grading reports to our
partners, whether that be through co-branding or
bespoke designs, combined with our highly precise
grading services and more than 120 years of De Beers
Group’s diamond expertise, has been extremely wellreceived by both retailers and consumers alike.”
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Gemvision Bio

G

emvision, a Stuller company,is the leading jewellery
software developer in the world. With locations in
Lafayette, Louisiana and Barcelona, Spain, we are
constantly working to give you the best the industry has to offer
in customisation. Our suite of products includes three of the
premier customisation tools on the market:CounterSketch®,
RhinoGold®, and Matrix®.
CounterSketch® provides you with a platform where you can
design jewellery in real time on your showroom floor. Begin with
one of our prototypes and choose design elements from our vast
library. Then, once you and your customer are satisfied, order it
directly from Stuller within the program.
When you want to build jewellery from parts and pieces with the
option to create from scratch, RhinoGold® is your choice. With
its streamlined workflow and library of elements RhinoGold® is
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the perfect fitfor many jewellery professionals.

with the 3D designs.

If you’dprefer to create something from a blank slate,
then Matrix® is the premier tool of choice. Created by
jewellers for jewellers, Matrix® is an award-winning
software that offers a wide variety of features that take
your work to the next level. Also take advantage of
Clayoo 2.5, optimized to be used exclusively in
Matrix®, to sculpt your piece digitally as if from clay.
Use the Smart Pattern feature in Matrix® to create 3D
models from flat patterns.V-Ray for Matrix®lets
users at any skill level create stunning, photo-realistic
images. You can also create moving animations, and
Matrix® Viewerlets the customer see and interact

Committed to making customisationtools profitable
and easy to use, Gemvision offers the most complete
training courses and resources available in the
industry. Whether you train in person at Stuller’s
headquarters, online, or remotely, our instructors are
dedicated to helping you maximize your investment
in technology. Gemvision is a leading innovator in the
jewellery industry, and our goal is to provide easy-touse customisation toolsto help you deliver what your
customers expect.
If you have any questions, please contact us at
sales@gemvision.com or 1-800-357-6272.
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